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The Lantau Group

Distribution Utilities in the Philippines must purchase power at least cost to 

supply to their customers….
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Average power cost vs. load factor for Luzon grid ECs (2012)

Source: NEA
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….Yet in 2013, our analysis above showed that the cost of power in Luzon indicated a lack of 

cost reflectivity.  How could that be?
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If the rules already required least cost, why did DOE & ERC introduce a 

competitive selection process with an objective to bring down the cost of 

power?
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….But more importantly – will it work? Or will there be unexpected side-effects?

11th Sep, DOE & ERC issued a Notice: 

spelt out more specific guidelines on the 

conduct of the CSP, as such: 

(i) Ensuring an optimal fuel mix, (ii) CSP 

lead-times and tenure, (iii) 

Responsibilities of Third Party conducting 

CSP, (iv) Aggregation process guidelines 

(v) Subsequent issue of Supplemental 

Guidelines by ERC 

Jun 2015 Sep 2015 Dec 2015

20th Oct, DOE & ERC issued a 

Joint Resolution: 

sealed DOE & ERC’s resolution 

requiring DUs to undertake the 

CSP

11th Jun, DOE issued a Circular: 

This set out DOE’s high-level intent 

of the CSP: (i) increasing 

transparency, (ii) promoting 

competition, (iii) ensuring least-cost 

outcomes, and (iv) protecting 

general public’s interest

20th Oct, ERC issued a Resolution: 

Reaffirmed DOE & ERC’s intent, 

effectively mandating CSP on DUs 

(after a very short consultation 

process).  However, the Resolution 

also permitted Direct Negotiations 

to take place, after two failed 

rounds of CSPs.                                    

March 2016

ERC Resolution No. 13, Series 

of 2015 in Nov 2015, 

DUs are allowed to run their 

own CSP as an interim measure

ERC Resolution No. 1, Series of 2016 in March 

2016

• Restate the effective date of CSP to 30 April 

2016;

• Confirm that PSAs may have one automatic 

renewal or extension for a period of not 

exceeding one year from the end of their 

respective terms

• Automatic renewal clauses or extension of PSAs 

shall no longer be permitted after 30 April 2016

1st May – CSP 

officially started
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The answer to these questions lies in the way the ERC issues approvals for 

power supply agreements
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1

Line-by-line 

consideration 

of project 

costs to 

determine 

applicable 

project cost

2

Judgement of the economic 

lifetime of asset

̶ ERC has denied approaches* 

based on contract lifetimes, 

arguing that assets have longer 

lives

̶ Accounting depreciation 

lifetimes from audited FS 

appear acceptable

Lifetime of 20 or 25 years?
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Judgement of the project’s cost of 

capital 

̶ Cost of equity benchmark 

applied

̶ Actual debt costs & gearing 

appear acceptable if provided in 

evidence

WACC
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ERC judgement of 

reasonable rate components

4

Judgement of the capacity and 

expected capacity factor to 

calculate the kWh per year

Billing 

determinant

• Capital 

recovery fees 

• Fixed O&M 

fees

• Variable O&M 

fees
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Evidence of 

benefits 

redounding 

to 

consumers

• Simulated 

generation charges

• Comparison versus 

other options

• Evidence of 

competition 

selection

Poor second-best to 

incentives, generally 

done badly

• Energy / fuel 

fees

̶ Fuel is often 

accepted as 

pass-through 

of actual 

costs

WHY?
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High power prices are not good for business

(Although they may be good for 

renewables! )
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If electricity is expensive, 

people try not to use it
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Why does the current approvals regime not give incentives for least cost 

procurement?

Cost – based Regulation

• Pass through price based 

on cost of purchases

• Onus on regulator to review 

costs and decide if they are 

allowable

• High regulatory effort

• Low risk to retailer

• No incentives for retailer to 

minimise costs

• Large variation in prices  

across DU’s (because 

actual costs vary by 

project)

• Hard to ensure efficient 

purchasing to meet 

different load profiles
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Price – based Regulation

• Regulate price only – no review 

of costs

• Onus on retailer to purchase at 

below price threshold

• Low regulatory effort

• High risk to retailer – thus 

strongly incentivised to purchase 

at least cost

• Prices can be fixed across 

multiple DU and geography

• Allows a portfolio approach to be 

taken by retailer to optimise

efficient contracting for different 

load profiles
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Some companies in Philippines do have more incentives than others

• A few EC’s have run competitions for aggregated demand of regionally grouped ECs.  

These have resulted in contracts that appear to have rates lower than contemporarily 

negotiated deals

• EC’s are “not for profit” companies owned by their customers – thus the push for 

better pricing can come from the ownership structure
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Buyer Aggregate Requirement Price (PhP/kWh) Date Bids Submitted Winner

Mindanao ECs 

(AMRECO)

300MW

(21 ECs)

4.12

(100% CF, 

2011 fuel and forex)

July 2012 1 (non-compliant)
GNPower

Kauswagan

Central Luzon ECs

(CLECAFLAG)

300MW

(11 ECs)

3.70

(100% CF, 

Aug 2013 fuel and 

forex)

June 2014 3 GNPower Dinginin

Region 1 + CAR ECs
106MW

(8 ECs)

3.31

(100% CF, 

Sep 2014 fuel and 

forex)

May 2015 2
AES Masinloc 

Expansion

However, the “not for profit” nature also limits the amount of risk it can take
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Without incentives for retailers to contract at least cost, a forced “CSP” is a 

poor second best

• We understand a process must be run for everything and have at least two qualified 

bids

• Direct negotiations can only take place after two failed bids

• The process must be transparent and indicate:

– How much volume is needed

– What sources / fuel types of power are required

– Term

– Tariff structure

– Details of transmission or grid upgrades required
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However – the devil is in the detail when it comes to the implementation of power procurement 

processes
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Least cost procurement means optimising the mix of different types of 

electricity
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Baseload is “always on”.  Often has a high fixed cost (capital and operating 

costs) and a very low variable cost.  Overall costs are optimised by using as 

much as possible to spread the fixed costs over a bigger number of units.  

Procuring baseload is about finding the cheapest plant and the cheapest fuel.

Cycling plant are using during the day.  Often moderate 

capital costs and moderate fuel costs.  Procuring mid-merit 

is about finding the mix of flexibility and cost that meets the 

shape required.

Peaking plants just run a few hours a year.  They have very low capital costs (so you can afford to 

keep them in reserve) but have very high operating costs.  So the best use is for peaking, security 

of supply, ancillary services.   Procuring peak power is about managing availability risks.
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“One Size Fits All” may fits nobody!

• Procuring different kinds of power requires a 

focus on different outcomes.

• Flexibility and timing of delivery can have big 

impacts on cost

• The cost of the process is important for short 

term procurement

– For power tomorrow, a few phone calls should be 

sufficient

– For procuring a brand new power station for a 

contract lasting years, the needs to be wider and 

more robust
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Least cost power procurement can be achieved by economically aligning the consumer’s need 

with all potential options of different generation technologies
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Without incentives, processes can be gamed

• No form of competition is effective is nobody knows is it 

happening

– Advertising a requirement for power in a local newspaper is 

insufficient to reach ALL potential sellers

• And potential sellers need time to respond

– Advertising for two weeks and then claiming the bid has failed 

because nobody submitted a bid is competition avoidance not 

competition

Where processes like the above are claimed as “CSP compliant” 

it is likely that the real aim is to allow a previously negotiated bid 

(possibly with a related party) to get through two “CSP 

processes” unchallenged 
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Without incentives, regulated competition is a game of “who can game the rules the best”
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And no process works if there is nothing to procure by the time it starts!
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Meralco’s contracted capacity
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New PSAs summited for ERC approval by 29th April 2016
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New contracts

Do we really want to wait until 2027 for the next competitive process?  Where is the room for 

economic renewables in this stack?
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What makes for a good, transparent, competitive power procurement process?

A PROCESS that is FIT FOR PURPOSE

An approach designed to achieve the DESIRED OUTCOME

Strong DESIRE for the right OUTCOME
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Focusing on good outcomes sometimes means allowing the sellers more 

flexibility to determine the terms

• A simple baseload tender can be specified and run without issue

• But sometimes the purchaser does not know as much about what is available as the 

seller

– New technologies (such as solar becoming economic sooner than expected)

– Features of different technologies (such as the actual flexibility of different kinds of plant)

– New fuels (such as renewables or LNG)

– Short term opportunities (such as some equipment that is available at below market price 

because a previous process failed)
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Rigid rules that prevent purchasers from taking advantage of opportunities may fail to lower 

prices
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For example – could solar compete with conventional fuels under the current 

CSP?
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The CSP regime should be flexible enough to facilitate economic entry of the least cost solution, 

irrespective of fuel

Strategic values of solar:

• Displacing carbon

• No Forex risk

• No fuel price risks

But the current CSP requires 

tenders to specify the fuel!

• At some point solar plus batteries 

will be more economic than coal

• Solar is already economic for 

peaking daytime capacity

-
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When oil prices fall below $28 we 
start to see a pronounced 
decrease in solar, as it becomes 

displaced by new CCGT gas plant 
and an increase in generation at 

existing gas plant

In the most bullish scenario, solar 
displaces around 16 TWh of gas 
generation between 2020-2025, 

rising to 40 TWh between 2026-2030

Current outlook
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Procurement also needs to be flexible to cater for the changing technologies
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• Current trends are for contracts that last 

20-25 years – potentially locking in 

expensive technologies for a long time

• This is a critical point for renewables 

whose technology  and technical 

characteristics are different from 

conventional power

• Where technology is changing fast, 

Sellers may have more information than 

buyers on the latest trends, costs and 

technical parameters

• EPIRA devolved risk to Generators, so 

procurement approvals should to align 

with this 

Average monthly SOLAR PV module price in EU

Source: GlobalData, 2014 and pvXchange, 2014

Floating LNG terminal 
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Are there legal impediments to moving to a price based approach?

• In Section 25 of the EPIRA, it sets out that:

SEC.25. Retail Rate. – The retail rates charged by distribution utilities for the supply of 

electricity in their captive market shall be subject to regulation by the ERC based on the 

principle of full recovery of prudent and reasonable economic costs incurred, or such 

other principles that will promote efficiency as may be determined by the ERC.

(Emphasis added.)

• It does not say that all contracts must be regulated, nor that such regulation must be 

cost-pass through

• The phrase above says “economic” costs; not accounting costs

• Economic costs are not the same as actual costs or accounting costs and include the 

concepts of opportunity costs 

– Important as they highlight the costs of options not taken – such as the option to buy from a 

different seller using a different fuel or from the WESM itself.  The ultimate opportunity cost of 

any generation purchase in the current market environment is to purchase from the WESM.
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What are the other pre-requisites?

• A price-based approach requires a pool of 

generation and generators capable of competing to 

offer least cost power

• Typically, a deep and liquid contract market 

(usually of financial contracts) is necessary to give 

risk management tools

• Retail counter-parties much be equally credit-

worthy (to enable trading)

• Retail counterparties should be profit – seeking 

and have the size and skills to manage the risks
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This exists.  The WESM is more 

competitive than market markets 

in the region

There is a push to develop these 

but they are not available as yet          

This remains problematic in the 

Philippines

The private DU’s – including 

Meralco – are clearly in this 

category.  The EC’s are not.  This 

may be the biggest impediment to 

any changes
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In summary: Regulatory Approvals still need attention
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• Procuring power is complex: Over-laying additional rules and approvals does not 

improve the situation.  A good step would be to review the current system and focus on 

improving the pre-requisites needed to move to a more competitive basis 

• Incentives Matter:  Buyers have to want to procure at least cost or any CSP design will 

see “regulatory gaming”

• Flexibility is important:  Buyers only have part of the information; sellers can also help 

by offering innovative solutions – but only if the processes are structured to allow this

• One size may not Fit All:   Privately owned DU’s have different incentives from co-

operatives and should be treated differently.  Different power needs at different periods 

of time may require different approaches too

• Todays solution may not work tomorrow:  Technology is changing fast and decisions 

need to be forward looking and flexible

• Competition works:  But only if you let it!



END OF PRESENTATION


